Thursday, 7 November 2019

Gucci Beauty to open first stand-alone
store in Malaysia
Gucci's world of beauty in brick and mortar coming very soon to KLCC and we'll get the first
glimpse of the festive collection!

You've probably heard that the Italian house rebooted Gucci Beauty earlier this year and it's
officially under the reign of creative director Alessandro Michele.
Happening this coming 1st December 2019, the first Gucci Beauty stand-alone store in
Malaysia will be opening its doors in Suria KLCC, just in time for the season of joy and the
launching of its holiday 2019 collection.

Following the Hollywood's Golden Age-inspired Chapter 1, Gucci Beauty rolls out Rouge à
Lèvres Lunaison – a limited-edition duo of lipsticks designed exclusively for holidays and it is
all about giving real sparks and glitters to your kisses.
Housed in gleaming metallic cases, the bullets had us starstruck at first sight with its velvety,
glittery lustre. The rich formula of Rouge à Lèvres Lunaison highlights three different types of
glitter to deliver a tri-dimensional pop and fine-layered iridescence upon the bold shades with
just a swipe on the lip.

Scroll the gallery to take a closer look at Gucci Beauty Rouge à Lèvres Lunaison:

“Makeup is something poetic and fleeting that you can add to your face, changing or highlighting
something about yourself. I find it an almost magical language, strongly linked to the other details
I use for the expression of the self, such as jewellery and a hairstyle. "
– Alessandro Michele on his vision for Gucci Beauty.

As part of Alessandro Michele's renaissance at Gucci, Gucci Beauty embodies the house's nowsignature eclectism and eccentric codes in all senses, and we couldn't be more thrilled to
experience Gucci Beauty world in brick and mortar. Before any further details about the store
are unveiled, here's a glimmer of clues to get excited for its opening on 1 December!

Visit gucci.com to find out more.
( S o u r c e : https://www.lofficielmalaysia.com/beauty/gucci-beauty-first-store-malaysia-suriaklcc)

